Call Us Today!
To learn how WeedEnder RetroFit Kit can work for you.
Next Exit

WeedEnder
perfect support
for DOT efforts

How Do I Order?

800-542-7011 or
910-483-5016
Fax: 910-483-0784
Email: Info@uteck.com
Check out our websites:
www.WeedEnder.com
www.UTECK.com
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U-TECK
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Identify the location and use you would like to
address. Measure your area size and then
call our Customer Service hotline. We can
quote your costs and supply you ordering
information. For signs, tell us what kind and
how many. We can do the rest. Yes, we can
even install or train your personnel to do
the installation.

P.O. Box 2484, Fayetteville, NC 28302

800-542-7011 Fax: 910-483-0784
To receive additional copies of this literature, please ask for:
“WeedEnder-Retro-Fit Kit”: SMB-1901-DOT-09/08

www.WeedEnder.com and www.UTECK.com

Now U-TECK’s WeedEnder is available in a
Retro-Fit Kit for existing guardrails
Due to popular request, U-Teck has devised a method by which DOTs and municipalities can
reap the reward of using WeedEnder without disrupting existing guardrail formation. The new
Retro-Fit Kit comes complete with everything needed and simply slips into place around the
posts of the in-place guardrail. WeedEnder cuts your installation costs by avoiding having to
disturb the guardrail at all.

WeedEnder protects the environment while
controlling unwanted vegetation.
WeedEnder’s patented construction provides
for weed control without using poisons or
dangerous herbicides that might seep in our
water systems through normal run-off.
Constructed of durable elhylenelerephalate,
WeedEnder is not to be confused with other
landscape fabrics. It is so rugged and strong
you can drive trucks or mowers over it, but
yet so flexible it has a thousand uses. And
you do not have to worry about repeated
visits with weedeaters!!

How does it work?
Vegetation needs three things to grow and
thrive:
! Nutrients
! Water
! Sunlight
WeedEnder deprives vegetation of only one
of these factors: Sunlight. Its unique
construction allows water and nutrients to
pass through, helping the root system in the
area to get everything it requires to survive
and prevent erosion.
When properly installed, WeedEnder can
virtually stop the vegetation growth around

and under any sign or
guardrail. This then
allows the mower crew to
proceed by at its normal
speed with no stops
required. It is truly the
answer to an old problem.
And get this, it keeps
working for years and
years.

WeedEnder is perfect on any
terrain for controlling vegetation
growth under guardrails.
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What is WeedEnder?

Is WeedEnder cost-effective?
WeedEnder, once properly installed, does not
require repeated visits with weedEaters or sprayers.
It provides a virtually Maintenance-Free area.
Mowers can pass safely over the material. Unlike
sod or grass, which need to be retreated year after
year, once WeedEnder is properly installed, you can
forget about it for years to come. You stop those
yearly maintenance costs that rise with each new
budget year.

Slide and Place
WeedEnder
material under
Guard Rail and
around Posts
from this side
first.

How Flexible is WeedEnder?
WeedEnder is very flexible. You can work it
around signs, guardrails, plants or shrubs and
beautification areas. The vegetation growth
receives the same protection that concrete
would provide, yet the material conforms to
the contour of the ground after a few short
hours and then clings snugly to the ground.

How tough is WeedEnder?
WeedEnder is designed as a tough, non
woven material so rugged and strong you can
even drive trucks over it repeatedly without
damage. It is ideal for areas requiring DOT
responsibility and supervision. Even in the
unfortunate occurrence of an accident, this
material can be reused. It is constructed of a
very dense, multi-directional needling of
synthetic polyester fibers and is totally
impregnated with a special resin that has
ultraviolet inhibitors to safeguard against
deterioration. The estimated life of
WeedEnder is in excess of 15 years under
normal conditions.

Simple Retro-Installation
The new WeedEnder Retro-Fit simply slides
right around the existing guardrail posts. The
job is complete with the addition of the joining
strip and stainless steel stakes to adhere it
snuggly to the ground surface. It’s almost like
laying carpet.

